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Wanting a familiar anchor, I veer towards the paintings. Word paintings I have seen come to mind: John
Baldessari and Lawrence Weiner, Joseph Kosuth and Robert Barry. Edwards’ text paintings sit on the wall
with a nice formality, the strong black and white motif compelling in its graphic boldness. Black machinemade text floats in a painterly white sheen, like islands in a sea. Comprised of dotted phrases and broken
sentences with beginning and ending times (I assume) noted above, the text is apparently a description of the
creative play of children. Cutting and placing and shifting and moving; these paintings are memorials to
process, performative and documentary simultaneously. They reduce the act of creativity to an instructional
recitation of activity. (I think to myself: cat plays with ball, child pours water.) The strings of words are not
particularly memorable, not poetically profound or captivating in their content or language. Yet, like the cat
video of Frances Stark, there is something arresting about this work. I want to loll with these paintings, absorb
them as if somehow I could find that moment of creative magic hidden within the cryptic script.

I circle back to the front of the gallery towards the bronze sculpture , being careful not to accidentally kick the
wedge of wood or cardboard box that hold the space as sculpture. The hood sculpture sits in front of the
image of an artist at work in the hills above a lake with his hoodie shielding his face. There is interplay
between the photo and the sculpture – hood to hood. I assume the photo is a self portrait of the artist, and am
told that it is iconic Edwards. (Evidently, the hood has played an important role in his lexicon of symbols.) At
first glance, I assume the “hood” to be a “hoodie” reminiscent of grunge or gangsta culture, but really it is a
rain slicker – much less hipster.
Nameless, faceless, the artist in hood photograph conjures the asceticism of the monk bent over his studies.
The artist sits with his small travel kit of watercolors faithfully working out his vision under a looming sky through rain or sleet or snow the creative process wins out! There is something Joycean underneath this
image, a fervor, a sincerity that is convincing and somewhat naïve that is undermined by the dark, brooding
sky and the almost sinister negation of the artist hidden within the hood.

Trading on this portrait, the bronze sculpture reifies the hood further, as it rests heavy with tradition upon its
pristine pedestal. Ironic and absurd, when I walk around this holiest of Hoods to finally peer at the face
within its folds, I come smack up against a flat surface, a cold slab of disappointment. No artist at all exists
within this hood. It is an impotent and unwearable hood.
As with the Stark show of years past, Edwards’ work is about the Artist from the inside out – the process of
creativity, the persona of the artist. More than anything I experience a sense of longing from each of these
artists; a romantic nostalgia that must be denied, denigrated or debunked in order not to realize its absence.
Whether it is home video cum high art, or Portrait of the Artist as Sunday Painter, each of these artists
reaffirms that deep down inside, no matter how jaded or sophisticated, we all want to believe in the artist as
hero.
--Georgia Fee
(Images: Sean Edwards, Untitled, 2008, Mahogony and household mat paint, 8x3.5x5 cm; Courtesy of Tanya Leighton Gallery; Sean
Edwards, We recall how starting with purely practical, 2010, Enamel on Giclee Print, framed 114,2 x 84 cm, unique; Sean Edwards,
It’s not what we wanted but we’ll settle, 2008, framed C-Type Print, 28 x 39 cm, Edition of 3; Sean Edwards, Settled, 2010, Bronze,
pigment and graphite powder, 22 x 40 x 22 cm, Edition of 3; Courtesy of the artist, Limoncello, London, Tanya Leighton Gallery, Berlin
& galerie frank elbaz, Paris)
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